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NEWScania Car Evo6 Car Transporter -
Robinsons Autologistics
                                              SCALE      PRICE
76SCT007               1:76  £35.45

Scania Car Evo6 Car Transporter - 
Robinsons Autologistics
The family run firm of Robinsons Autologistics is the

latest company to feature on Oxford’s ultra-modern 1:76

scale Scania Car Evo6 Transporter.  Decorated

predominantly in silver and a rich blue and registered

KM13 LKD, the cab on our 12-car transporter is painted

white with blue Robinsons graphics.  The highly detailed

and expertly engineered trailer, also decorated in silver

and blue, features a wealth of different levels, rails and

ladders which must have been an assembly jigsaw!  

The model is the seventh in the series which has already

seen a colourful line-up from very well-known transport

companies from the Eddie Stobart launch model to the

lime green Green Tiger, the fresh multi-shaded blue of

ECM, the bright red of Quinns and the bright green

Woodside Motorfreight Ltd. 

Robinsons Logistics Group was founded in 2009 and

under Barry Robinson, Owner/Director, the company

prides itself in providing a high-quality vehicle delivery

service to all areas of the motor industry.  Based in

Corby, Northamptonshire, their Autologistics Division has

easy access to the key motorway network.  From this 

5-acre storage and distribution site, the company

operates a fleet of 50 vehicle configurations in which

there are eleven car transporters, including the Euro6

Scania power units, all fitted with GPS tracking and data

services.  They have also recently acquired two specialist

built van carriers, also on Scania power units, extending

their ability to cope with ever-increasing demand for van

logistics as well as cars.  In addition to transporting cars,

the Robinson portfolio also extends to vehicle storage

including classic cars, warehousing and distribution,

traction services and the transport of Motorsport and

Concourse vehicles both at home and internationally. 
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1:76 SCALE

NEWMGA - Dove Grey
                             SCALE       PRICE
76MGA005 1:76   £5.25MGA - Dove Grey

The latest in Oxford’s line of 1:76 scale MGA roadster

releases appears as a convertible in an unusual grey

colour scheme with contrasting red seats.  The external

bodywork features a bright chrome trim to window

frames, bumpers, front grille, front lights and petrol cap.

Note too the MG badge in the centre of the boot lid,

Our MGA is registered 553 YUP.  One feature to note 

on our 2-door roadster model is the lack of exterior

door handles, just like the real thing.  It was BMC’s 2-

door coupé version that had door handles - an interesting

fact for the many of you with an eye for detail and level

of authenticity. 

The car, launched in 1955, nearly didn’t make it as BMC’s

Chairman Leonard Lord had just signed a deal with one

of the other great sports car names of the era - Donald

Healey - on a joint deal to manufacture the Austin Healey.

Fortunately, for MGA fans, declining sales in its

predecessors made him change his mind and the car -

promoted as the first of a new line - emerged from the

MG BMC works at 

Abingdon with a Sports Car classification.

Its streamlined body and associated modifications were

the refined results of a previous creation from MG’s

designer Syd Enerver.  With an updated 1.5 litre, 68 hp

engine and a top speed of just over 97 miles per hour, 

the car also had a 0-60 mph ratio of 16 seconds.  

Fuel consumption was just under 27 mpg.  The test car

cost £844 including taxes.  Between 1955 and its final

production in 1962, various modifications were made to

increase performance of the MGA which then led to it

entering the competition world, including racing at Le

Mans.  It was also a very popular motor in the USA both

on the road and on the race circuit right into the new

millennium.  In fact, more MGA models were exported

than were purchased on the UK market, where of the

101 thousand produced, just under 6000 were sold at

home.  Following the end of MGA production, the

marque was succeeded by the MGB, which is also part of

the Oxford series.

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

Jaguar E Type - Racing Green
                              SCALE       PRICE
76ETYP001  1:76   £4.75

Jaguar E Type - Carmen Red FHC
                              SCALE       PRICE
76ETYP002  1:76   £4.75

MG TC - Racing Green
                               SCALE       PRICE
76MGTC001  1:76   £5.25

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, 
Southampton SO14 0TJ

Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk
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1:76 SCALE

NEWJaguar XJS - White 
(The Saint)
                           SCALE     PRICE
76XJS006  1:76 £5.75

Jaguar XJS - Moreland Green
Metallic 
                           SCALE     PRICE
76XJS003  1:76 £4.75

Jaguar XJS - White (The Saint)
Black and white always makes a dramatic combination and

Oxfords sixth release on the Jaguar XJS is no exception.

The pristine white bodywork of this model is

complemented with a black interior and a black chassis.

Black trim extends to the front spoiler, pillar trims and

bumpers.  Additional masking sees a silver finish

accentuating the window surrounds, exhausts, door

handles and bumper tops, all topped off with a

‘personalised’ ST 1 registration plate.  Note too, the later,

authentic ‘starfish’ wheel hubs on our 1:76 scale model.

The latest introduction adds another great authentic

colour scheme to Oxford’s XJS series which we launched

in its arguably signature bright red colour scheme, with a

follow-up which has included the equally attractive Arctic

Blue,  metallic Dark Green, Black and not surprisingly,

given the high spec, a Metropolitan Police version.

The XJS started life as the XJ-S produced by Jaguar Cars

in Coventry between 1975 and 1996 with many

modifications along the way.  The Oxford model is a

replica of the 2-door coupé version. Jaguar Cars based 

the new XJ-S on the XJ saloon and its unique appearance

was enhanced by its stylish and innovative rear ‘flying

buttresses’ aerodynamics, introduced by one of Jaguar’s

designers Malcolm Sayer.  Sadly, he died in 1970 before

production was given the final go-ahead, never realising

the enormous part that aerodynamics would play in

future automobile engineering.  Powered by a 5.3 litre V12

engine, the 2-door XJ-S coupé, classed as a luxury sports

car, came with the initial choice of either a manual or

automatic gearbox.  The automatic version achieved 60

mph in 7.6 seconds with a top speed of 143 mph.  

The manual option was subsequently phased out.

Further modifications across the years also included a

slight model name change, omitting the hyphen between

XJ and S and from the 1990s, the Jaguar was known as

the XJS.  Whether an XJ-S or an XJS, it continues to have

world-wide appeal amongst Jaguar lovers of all ages.

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

Five Piece Mini Set
                          SCALE       PRICE
76SET21    1:76  £22.95

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN
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MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

1:76 SCALE

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

NEWFord Zephyr - 
RAF Bomb Disposal
                           SCALE     PRICE
76ZEP011  1:76 £5.75

Ford Zephyr - RAF Bomb Disposal
Ford’s Zephyr 6 has appeared in Oxford’s classic car

series in various guises but here we see it as deployed by

the RAF as part of their Bomb Disposal squad.  From that

perspective, enthusiasts can either add it to a collection

of saloon cars from the period or line it up in an RAF

military role.  Note that the real vehicle is actually a

Zephyr 4 with a one piece grille but we have used artistic

licence due to many customer requests!

The RAF grey blue colour scheme has been applied to

the main bodywork including the central side section, the

bonnet, boot and the roof. Bright red masking features on

the front and rear wings with the RAF roundel on the

bonnet, below which RAF BOMB DISPOSAL lettering is

printed in red on white.  The RAF Per Ardua ad Astra

crest is colourfully printed on the front doors of the

Zephyr which is registered with a military plate 25 AM

44.  The interior is also the blue-grey of the bodywork.

The silver masking to the exterior includes the Zephyr 6

designation across the boot and the model is topped out

with the characteristic full width Zephyr style radiator

grille incorporating chrome headlights and Zephyr-specific

wheel hubs, also masked in silver.  A final detail comprises

a blue beacon positioned in the centre of the roof. 

The Zephyr started life in 1950, manufactured by Ford of

Great Britain in Dagenham, Essex, under the Ford Consul

Mark 1 name but by 1962, the Consul name had been

dropped when the Zephyrs 4 and 6 went on sale,

complete with their innovative 4-cylinder Four Zephyr

engines.  The Zephyr came as a 4-door saloon, as

modelled by Oxford and as a 5-door estate.  Size-wise,

the Zephyr, along with its upmarket partners the Zodiac

and Executive were the largest passenger cars in Ford’s

UK range from the early 1950s right up until 1972 when

the company replaced them with later Consul and

Granada models.

Land Rover Defender 90 Station
Wagon Firenze Red/Santorini Black
                                     SCALE     PRICE
76LRDF004       1:76  £5.45

Volkswagen Beetle - Coca Cola
                                  SCALE       PRICE
76VWB009CC  1:76   £5.25

Reliant Regal - Honey Beige
                               SCALE       PRICE
76REL004     1:76   £5.25
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MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

1:76 SCALE

NEWAustin J4 Van - BMC Parts
                             SCALE       PRICE
76J4004     1:76   £6.45

Austin J4 Van - BMC Parts
We launched this newly tooled small commercial van

from the 1960s and 1970s in Issue 221 with the highly

popular Royal Mail livery of the period. We followed this

up with the bright yellow British Rail version from 1969,

which would also sit comfortably on any 1960s and 1970s

00 gauge railway layout before issuing the last release,

where at Oxford we chose a national utilities livery of

Southern Electricity’s green and white. Each of these

replicas has confirmed the wide appeal of the Austin J4

Van and its versatility. The J Van was a 10 cwt (1/2 ton)

forward control van which Morris Commercial launched

in 1960. BMC, of which Austin was also part, interchanged

the Austin and Morris marques by using different badges,

radiator grilles etc., carried through on the  J Van with an

Austin badge above the Austin styled radiator grille.

For its fourth delivery job in the series, we see the Austin

J4 working as a BMC Parts delivery van for Dartmouth

Garage in West Bromwich.  The garage must be a pretty

big one as they are promoting their 10 telephone lines 

on the side of the van alongside their address.  It is

registered CEA 100C from 1965 and is presented with a

bright red upper body including the roof, a mid grey

lower body with a white band going all the way round 

the model. The famous BMC Rosette is also reproduced

on the sides of the van which has a black interior and

black and silver masking.  In its supply role, perhaps it

made regular visits ‘home’ to the BMC factory from

where it originated!

Fowler B6 Crane - Marstons
Duke of York (Dorset)
                          SCALE       PRICE
76FCR001 1:76  £16.95

Austin Mini Cooper - 
White/Union Jack
                           SCALE     PRICE
76MN011   1:76 £5.25
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1:76 SCALE

Land Rover Defender LWB - 
Forestry Commission
2019 celebrates 100 years of the Forestry Commission,

the story going back to 1919 following the end of World

War I.  To mark the occasion, here at Oxford, we are

delighted to bring you our long wheelbase Land Rover

Defender, decorated in the contemporary Forestry

Commission colour scheme of green and bright yellow

with white roof, black trim and black interior.  Registered

BL03 UYZ from 2003, our 1:76 scale model features the

Forestry Commission logo in white to the right of the

back door, on the front doors and also on the sides above

the rear wheel arches. 

The need to formalise the regeneration and expansion of

the forests and woodlands in England and Scotland was

recognised after their depletion during the conflict.  As a

result, in 1919 the agency was formed as the Forestry

Commission - a non-ministerial government department

backed up by the passing of the Forestry Act by

Parliament.  The Commission bought up large areas of

former agricultural land.  The purposes of the agency have

increased over time and it has now expanded beyond 

timber production to include the preservation and

improvement of the UK’s forests as well as providing and

promoting outdoor activities within its boundaries; and a

scientific research aspect now part of the Commission’s

remit, too.  The Commission now employs nearly 3500

employees and handles a budget of over £50 million.  

It looks after over 1500 forests and is recognised

internationally for its research in sustainable forests,

which also includes helping other landowners make their

woodlands more productive and better for wildlife as well

as coping with the challenges of a changing climate.

The highlights of the Forestry Commission Centenary

year in 2019 include the Resilience Garden at the Chelsea

Flower Show; Writers in the Forest - new literary works

inspired by the nation’s forests; the Big Forest Find,

encouraging the younger generation particularly to record

the wildlife in local forests; there will also be a wave of

Centenary planting of trees across the country 

So, this evocative little Oxford Land Rover Defender

represents a great event in UK Conservation by one of

the country’s most worthwhile institutions.  For more

information on the wide range of things planned, read and

get involved by visiting the Commission’s website at

www.forestryengland.uk/100 .

SET
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

Land Rover Defender
Heritage Set
                       SCALE       PRICE
76SET47  1:76  £16.45

NEWLand Rover Defender LWB -
Forestry Commission
                                   SCALE     PRICE
76DEF017       1:76 £5.95
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N SCALE

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

Ford Transit SWB 
Low Roof Van - White
                          SCALE      PRICE
NFT001    1:148 £5.25

Ford Anglia - Caribbean
Turquoise/White
                          SCALE      PRICE
N105007  1:148 £4.35

Ford Transit SWB 
Low Roof Van - Royal Mail
                          SCALE      PRICE
NFT002    1:148 £5.25

Ford Anglia - Morocco Beige
                          SCALE       PRICE
N105005  1:148  £4.35

FX4 Taxi - Evening News 
                          SCALE       PRICE
NFX4002  1:148  £4.25 Humber Super Snipe

                          SCALE       PRICE
NSS005    1:148  £4.35

Five Piece Bus Set
                          SCALE       PRICE
NSET02    1:148 £29.95

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN
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Once again it is time to update you with our development plans
New�additions�to�our�release�programme�for�2019�include:

1:148 Oxford Agriculture
NFARM004 Livestock�Trailer�Red��Q3/2019
NFARM005 Farm�Trailer�Green��Q3/2019
NFARM006 Baler�Blue��Q3/2019

1:148 Oxford Automobile
NDIS002 LR�Discovery�4�Santorini�Black��Q3/2019
NHI002 Hillman�Imp�Tangerine�Metallic��Q3/2019
NXF002 Jaguar�XF�BRG��Q3/2019

1:148 Oxford Emergency
NCOR3004 Ford�Cortina�MkIII�

Devon�&�Cornwall�Police��Q3/2019

1:148 Oxford Haulage
NSHL04TK Scania�Highline�Tanker�Exol��Q3/2019
NTCAB008 Scania�T�Cab�Curtainside�

J�H�Yates�&�Sons��Q3/2019

1:148 Oxford Military
NGG003 Green�Goddess�RAF Q3/2019
NLAN188021Land�Rover�SI�88"�Hard�Top�RAF Q3/2019
NLRL003 Land�Rover�Lightweight�

RAF�(Red�Arrows)��Q3/2019

1:148 Oxford Omnibus
NMW6002 Bristol�MW6G�Hants�&�Dorset Q3/2019

1:43 Oxford Automobile
43RSC003 Rolls�Royce�Silver�Cloud�I�

Smoke�Green Q3/2019

1:43 Oxford Commercials
43CF002 Bedford�CF�Ice�Cream�Van�

Morrison�Hockings��Q3/2019

43LR2S004 Land�Rover�Series�II�SWB�Hard�Top�
Post�Office�Telephones�(Yellow)��Q3/2019

43LR3S003 Land�Rover�Series�III�SWB�Canvas�
Mid�Grey��Q3/2019

1:43 Oxford Military
43LRL007 Land�Rover�Lightweight�Canvas�

RAF�Police��Q3/2019
43LRL008 Land�Rover�Lightweight�Gulf�War��Q3/2019

1:43 Oxford Omnibus
43WFL001 Weymann�Fanfare�Southdown Q3/2019

1:72 History of Flight
72BE003 Beech�UC-45J�Expeditor��Q3/2019
72SW005 Supermarine�Walrus�L2185�-�

712�Sqn�-�HMS�Sheffield�1937��Q3/2019

1:72 Oxford Aviation
AC093 Ilyushin�il-10��Q3/2019
AC094 Boulton�Paul�Defiant��Q3/2019

1:76 Coca Cola
76CONT005CC Container�Coca�Cola��Q3/2019

1:76 Oxford Automobile
76AHF001 Austin�Healey�Frogeye�Sprite�

Cherry�Red��Q4/2019
76ALV005 Alvis�Speed�Twenty�Royal�Blue��Q3/2019
76AUS006 Austin�1300�Harvest�Gold��Q3/2019
76BB003 Bentley�Blower�British�Racing�Green��Q3/2019
76BLP005 BL�Princess�Jade�Green��Q3/2019
76BM02004 BMW�2002�Black��Q3/2019
76CFE008 Vauxhall�Cresta�Friary�Estate�

Versailles�Green/Black��Q3/2019
76CPR001 Ford�Capri�MkII�Lime�Green�

(Only�Fools�&�Horses)��Q4/2019
76DIS5003 Land�Rover�Discovery�5�Firenze�Red��Q3/2019
76ESC001 Ford�Escort�Mk2�Tango��Q4/2019
76FC006 Ford�Consul�Granada�Black��Q3/2019
76FP006 Ford�Popular�Red/Black��Q3/2019
76FZ002 Ford�Zodiac�MkII�Imperial�Maroon/

Ermine�White��Q3/2019
76HE003 Heinkel�Kabine�Yellow��Q3/2019
76IS003 BMW�Isetta�Pink��Q3/2019
76LRDS003 Land�Rover�Discovery�Sport�

Fuji�White��Q3/2019
76MBC005 Messerschmitt�Bubble�Car�

Polar�White��Q3/2019
76MCS004 Mini�Cooper�S�MkII�

Snowberry�White/Black��Q3/2019
76MES006 Morris�Eight�E�Series�Saloon�

Red/Black��Q3/2019
76MGB009 MGB�Roadster�Bronze�Yellow��Q3/2019
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           76MGTC005 MGTC�Powder�Blue��Q3/2019
76MX002 Austin�Maxi�Damask�Red��Q3/2019
76P38003 Range�Rover�P38�Epsom�Green��Q3/2019
76RE001 Riley�Elf�MkIII�Arianca�Beige/

Pale�Ivory��Q4/2019
76RN001 Renault�4�Beige��Q4/2019
76RR3002 Range�Rover�3rd�Gen�Alveston�Red��Q3/2019
76RS005 Reliant�Scimitar�

Tudor�Green�Metallic��Q3/2019
76T5C002 VW�T5�California�Camper�

Candy�White��Q3/2019
76TP007 Triumph�2500�Sebring�White��Q3/2019
76TT001 Audi�TT�Coupe�Glacier�White��Q3/2019
76XF006 Jaguar�XF�Crystal�Blue��Q3/2019
76XR007 Ford�Escort�XR3i�Prairie�Yellow��Q3/2019

1:76 Oxford Commercials
76ACC011 Accessories�Pallet�Load�

Corona�Squash��Q3/2019
76ACC012 Accessories�Pallet�Load�Kennomeat��Q3/2019
76CIT004 Citroen�H�Catering�Van�

Glorias�Blooms��Q3/2019
76CWT005 Commer�Walk�Thru�Pollock��Q3/2019
76FT034 Ford�Transit�Mk5�Parcelforce��Q3/2019
76LR2AS003 Land�Rover�Series�Iia�

Station�Wagon�Pastel�Green��Q3/2019
76T4003 VW�T4�Westfalia�Camper�

Caribbean�Green��Q3/2019
76T5V002 VW�T5�Van�White��Q3/2019
76TPU004 Ford�Transit�Mk5�Dropside�

Highway�Maintenance��Q3/2019

1:76 Oxford Construction
76SHT003 Scammell�Highwayman�Tanker�

Tunnel�Cement��Q3/2019

1:76 Oxford Emergency
76RCL004 Range�Rover�Classic�

London�Fire�Brigade��Q3/2019
76RR3003 Range�Rover�3rd�Generation��

Metropolitan�Police��Q3/2019

1:76 Oxford Gift
76SET67 5�Piece�VW�Camper�Set�

T1/T2/T3/T4/T5/��Q3/2019

1:76 Oxford Haulage
76SCA05LL Scania�Topline�Nooteboom�

Low�Loader�Smiths,�Bridgend��Q3/2019

76SHL04TK Scania�Highline�Tanker�Exol��Q3/2019
76SNG001 Scania�S�Series�Highline�Fridge�

Whitelink�Seafoods��Q3/2019
76SRH001 Scania�R�Series�Highline�

Box�Trailer�Stobart��Q3/2019
76VOL08REC Volvo�FH�Boniface�

Recovery�Truck�Manchetts��Q3/2019
76VOL4009 Volvo�FH4�GXL�Nooteboom�

Semi�Low�Loader�G�F�Job��Q3/2019
76VOL4010 Stobart�Renewable�Energy��Q3/2019

1:76 Oxford Military
76CHT005 Churchill�Tank�51st�RTR,�UK�1942��Q3/2019

76LAN2021 Land�Rover�Series�II�LWB�Station�
Wagon�Royal�Navy�Bomb�Disposal��Q3/2019

76WMB006 Willys�MB�RAAF��Q3/2019

1:76 Oxford Omnibus
76PD2008 Leyland�PD2/12�A1�Service��Q3/2019
76SB005 Saro�Bus�Ulster�Transport�Authority��Q3/2019
76WFL003 Weymann�Fanfare�(Leyland)�

Southdown��Q3/2019

1:76 Oxford Showtime
76LW003 Living�Wagon�Tarmac��Q3/2019

1:87 Oxford American
87CC61003 1961�Chrysler�300�Convertible�

Open�Top�Alaskan�White��Q3/2019
87CE57001 1957�Cadillac�Eldorado�

Brougham�1957��Q3/2019
87CH63001 1963�Chevrolet�Corvair�Coupe�

Satin�Silver��Q3/2019
87CV50001 1950�Chevrolet�Panel�Van�

Ambulance��Q3/2019
87DC68003 1968�Dodge�Charger�

Black/White��Q3/2019
87DD69003 1969�Dodge�Charger�Daytona�

Bright�Green/White��Q3/2019
87DP57003 1957�Dodge�D100�Sweptside�

Pick�Up�Forest�Green/
Misty�Green��Q3/2019

87DS46003 1946�Desoto�Suburban�
Rhythm�Brown/Trumpet�Gold��Q3/2019

87PC54001 1954�Pontiac�Chieftain�4�Door�
Mayfair�Blue/San�Marino�Blue��Q3/2019
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25 YEARS OF 
DIECAST 

2018 celebrated the 25th anniversary of Oxford Diecast. Oxford Diecast grew out of the experience and

dedication of founder Lyndon Davies.  His experience went back to his teens in the industry, and over the many

years at Mettoy, Corgi, Microlink and Oxford Diecast he has learnt it inside and out.

Oxford Diecast was formed in 1993 with model production originally starting in Swansea, South Wales of the iconic

Bullnose bearing the livery of Chesham United.

1996 saw the introduction of the Globe Magazine produced for the Oxford Diecast Collectors club, keeping

members up to date with forthcoming Oxford Diecast new releases. 

2001 marked the announcement that production was to be moved overseas to China where production was to be

carried out by sub-contractors until Oxford Hong Kong was created.  Over the next few years, as the warehouse

was brought to life in the UK to house the product, Lyndon chose a select few to help him.  Dusty who oversaw

the running of the warehouse, Ken and Brenda to fulfil the orders and Sue and Geraldine to run the sales office. 

In 2005 Lyndon strived to establish Oxford Diecast in all levels of the Market place worldwide, whilst at the same

time keeping the company family based.  Although all members of Oxford Diecast are not family, we are a close knit

team, who we see as our Oxford family.  Lyndon’s wife, Kate, works in the accounts team, and Eloise, his daughter

joined after her A levels to help with Licensing and general day to day enquiries.  Over the years as the warehouse

has increased in size, we have built our team and have some very dedicated staff, some of whom have been present

from the very early days: Emyr, the warehouse manager, Francisco, Peter, Theodore, James and Mike to name a few.

We have also had some great sales men, Brian, Malcolm and Alan. Tim Mulhall was a huge part of our team and was

welcomed in as National accounts manager. 

Oxford Hong Kong currently oversees the production of Oxford Diecast products with the development and

research for the products remaining in the UK.  We are very lucky to have had some of the best in the industry to

develop the ranges with extensive knowledge and engineering skills - Martin Hickmore, who has now retired and

Adrienne Fuller.

The past 25 years have seen the range expand significantly, continually developing its initial diecast vehicle range and

progressing on to now include an impressive range of buses, aircraft, haulage, military vehicles, traction engines

through to the latest addition of the Oxford rail range which includes locomotives, rolling stock, building and

accessories.  We recently brought in an expert in Railways, Scott, to help develop the Oxford Rail brand. 

2017 brought a lot of changes to Oxford Diecast, Lyndon left his position as Managing Director and Eloise, Lyndon’s

daughter, began in the role, with 10 years’ experience under her belt at the company. 

In 2006 Lyndon wrote a book about his experiences in the industry, which is a very

telling story of where his journey began, his experiences, the people he met along

the way and how that has shaped what Oxford Diecast had become.  Dedicated

to the memory of his grandfather, the book holds a lot of personal details and

the high and lows of the industry.  ‘A Journey Through time’ can be purchased on

the website - www.oxforddiecast.co.uk .

To celebrate 25 years of Oxford Diecast, we salute Lyndon Davies also known as

Taff for his determination to succeed and the driving force behind the company. 

A Message from Eloise 
I count myself very lucky to have been brought into this industry

with the guidance and training from my wonderful father. I am

very proud of all his achievements, he is a true inspiration to me

and I hope I can achieve as much as he has done so far in his life.

Thank you to everyone who has stuck by us as a company, your

support is valued immensely.  I hope in a further 25 years I am

still in this seat championing a very successful Oxford Diecast. 
Founder of
Oxford Diecast,
Lyndon Davies
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AR148 Lamborghini Album: Ferruccio Lamborghini was very much the self-made millionaire,
fond of extravagant gestures.  He was always full of plans: build a racetrack, start a racing team,
make small sports cars bearing the Lamborghini name... Why not? Ferruccio was born under the
star sign of Taurus the bull, so his car names related to fighting bulls.  The first Lamborghini car

to be given a name was called Miura after Eduardo Miura, a renowned breeder of Spanish
fighting bulls. Urraco, Jalpa and Gallardo are breeds of bull.  Ferruccio
Lamborghini sold his company in 1974, and after several changes of
ownership, it became part of Volkswagen Group’s Audi division.  AR148

NEW

AUTO REVIEW BOOKS £5.95 

AR147 Made in Austria: When I mentioned that I was preparing an Auto Review book on
vehicles Made in Austria, the response was usually ‘Do they make cars in Austria?’, perhaps with
vague memories of classic marques like Austro Daimler, Steyr-Puch or Haflinge. In fact, there 
have been large quantities of vehicles produced in Austria, from the glory days of the
Austro-Hungarian empire, via the period as part of Hitler’s Greater Germany, into the
21st century, when Magna-Steyr is the biggest vehicle maker in Europe, producing cars
for brand owners in many countries.  None of those ‘foreign’ cars are described in this
book, but dozens of truly Austrian marques are included here. 

AR147
NEW

AR121 AR120 AR119AR122AR123AR124AR125

AR128 AR127 AR126AR129AR130AR131AR132

AR135 AR134 AR133AR136AR137AR138AR139

AR142 AR141 AR140AR143AR144AR145AR146

AR114 AR113 AR112AR115AR116AR117AR118
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Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

The Oxford Rail products are competitively priced and are not part of the multi-purchasing.  We have other products in development.

OR76IOM001  

1:76 - £26.95

No 10 G H Wood Indian Red

1945-1967 - Static

The railways of the Isle of Man were developed for

an increasing Tourist market in the 1870’s.  Business

and the number of lines grew (except for the World

Wars) each year until the mid-1950’s.  Then road

competition and falling tourist numbers brought an

end to the railways in 1965.  The railways purchased

16 locomotives from 1873 to 1926.  All were built

by Beyer Peacock to one main design - developed

over the course of 50 years.

Number 10 was the first of two 1905 purchases, No. 10 is

named after the railway’s one-time company secretary and

director George Henry Wood and indeed when new, so

proud was the director of his namesake that he posed for

photographs in front of the locomotive, the photos then

being reproduced on his Christmas cards!  As the first of

the larger class of locomotives on the line, she was a regular

performer and rarely out of service, operating mostly on

the south line. withdrawn in 1977 with a defective boiler

and dismantled.  She was stored in Douglas Workshops and

it wasn't until 1992 when sister No. 13 was withdrawn that

she was reconditioned and launched at Easter 1993.
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